
 

 

‘Series 3’ Safety Eyewear  

Eye protection is a must with every Industry be it Metal, Chemical, Refineries or any other Process Industry. One of the most com-
mon personal Industrial injuries is damage to the eyes, not only to those who are operating machinery and equipment, but also to 
those who traverse thro areas having hazardous operations.  

‘Saviour’ range of Eyewear are an answer to such protection requirements and ‘ Saviour’ Series 3 Safety Spectacles are another in 
the line of Total Eye protection range from ‘Sure Safety’ providing complete  protection to the eyes besides which they are also com-
fortable to wear and long lasting. 

EYSAV - SERIES 3C 

General Descrip on: 



 

 

EYSAV - SERIES 3C 

DISCLAIMER: Manufacturer will not be responsible for any mishandling and wrong usage of the product. 

         Shown picture is just for representative purposes only, actual product may differ. 

‘Saviour’ Eye Guard Series-3 are made up of a single piece polycarbonate optically clear lens with ergonomically designed nose 
pad and side sealing covers. Single piece swivel hinge side arms are sturdy and flexible. Anti-scratch coating delivers scratch 
resistance and the lens is 100 % UV resistant.  

Unique METAL FREE feature of these Eye Protectors is a boon for critical environs like high heat areas, pharmaceuticals, Vola-
tile Chemicals with Exothermic properties, Hot oil applications, Oil Refineries and petrochemical Industry.  

 Light weight frame.  

 Metal free. 

 Ergonomically designed.  

 Adjustable side arms provided adjusts to three different length for comfortable fit for just anyone.  

 Fully covers eyes in front and sides.  

  Industrial applications demanding complete Eye protection specially outdoor work conditions.  

  Erection – Commissioning –Laying of Pipelines.  

  Mechanical Engineering workshops.  

 Construction Industry.  

 Auto shops.  

 Manufacturer’s Test Report. 

 Conforms to EN 166: 2002—Personal Eye Protection. 


